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1: Astrology for the Soul by Jan Spiller
EXOTERIC ASTROLOGY is the astrology of the personality, while ESOTERIC ASTROLOGY is the astrology of the
soul. Esoteric astrology concerns itself not only with the soul's purpose, but also with the process by which the
personality becomes the soul's instrument.

Return to Content Zodiac Signs Soul Purpose Astrology is the use of the basic astrological principles to help
us develop ourselves from a spiritual point of view. We are all a mixture of the whole Zodiac, and need to
appreciate and use all the Zodiac Signs. There follows a list of all the Zodiac Signs, and the pieces of your
personality they reflect. The bracketed words are picture images that express some of the essence of the Sign.
The underlined words are a quality of each Sign that helps us to enjoy life and be valuable people. The italic
words suggest a focus that assists in developing the underlined quality. Under each Sign there are also listed
some activities in which the abilities of the Sign would be useful, although most activities need the abilities of
more than one Sign. Useful when starting something new, and also when being self-motivated. Learning to
use the right amount of energy for each situation. Useful in gardening, cooking etc. Learning to make peaceful
contact with nature. Useful when needing information, putting people at ease, writing. Learning to use both
sides of your brain â€” balancing intuition and logic. Useful when home-making, empathising with a friend,
giving quality time to little children. Learning to be steady and supportive in emotional situations. Useful at
parties, when others are feeling down, giving a talk or teaching. Learning to stay loving and positive no matter
what other people think. Useful when putting things in order, being careful making things, sorting out what is
important. Learning to accept things and people as they are, as a basis for improving life. Useful in meetings,
choosing colours, clothes or decor. Learning to gather all the information necessary to realise the correct
decision. Useful when you need to be determined, for understanding and helping deep hurt in others. Learning
to use painful times to grow and understand people better. Useful when enthusiasm is needed. Learning to
share your interests, so that other people can expand their thinking. Useful for organising other people, when
working out how to do something practical. Learning to reach what you decide you want, by using intention
rather than heavy labour. Useful when others panic, when on your own. Learning that everyone has something
to give, and that although people are equal in value, they are not all the same. Useful when meditating, in
counseling. Learning to be in touch with spirit joy, so that it can be shared with everyone you meet.
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Astrology for the Soul (Bantam Classics) and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn more Enter
your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

In the early morning hours of Sunday, August 31, in Paris, Diana, Princess of Wales, released her physical
body and found the peace that she had not found in the adult years of her earthly sojourn. Five days later,
Mother Teresa did the same, ending her saintly incarnation of ministering to the dying and the helpless in
Calcutta, India. Although one was a celebrated royal in her thirties and the other, an elderly Catholic nun in
her eighties, both had attained international renown. What message did the Universe want us to receive from
the almost simultaneous departures of these two exceptional souls? In large part, this message was one of
inspiration, for both of these beings were great uplifters of human consciousness. In their own individual ways
and arenas of service, they both held their torches of illumination so that we could be made more aware of the
all-too-often human conditions of suffering and pain. They both attempted to teach us that a primal part of our
responsibility in being human lies in helping to alleviate the miseries of our brothers and sisters. The rising
sign, according to esoteric teachings, indicates the path of the soul. Sagittarius is the Centaur-Archer, half
human, half animal, aiming an arrow at that which will help uplift us from this conflicting and ironic
condition. The Centaur teaches us that we also live in animal bodies, but are something more than animals.
The experience of Sagittarius is the treading of the pathways of the earthbound world to seek and share the
Light and Love of Divinity. Sagittarius, having been reborn as a result of the trials and testing in Scorpio, is
the first intuitively aware sign. Instead of journeying into more peaceful and blissful realms, the Sagittarian
purposefully remains in this world of conflict in order to help others who are struggling. Sagittarius is the
spiritual warrior, using the strength of intuitive insight to pierce through the fog of astral energies and thus
illuminate pathways to higher consciousness. The ruler of Sagittarius has traditionally been perceived as
Jupiter. From the perspective of the soul, however, the true ruler is the Earth. The Earth is always degrees
from the Sun in an astrological chart. The Tibetan Master, Djwhal Khul, said that the Earth is the place where
sorrow is released and pain, purified. From the viewpoint of the great Cosmic Beings, the Earth is a kind of
purgatory, a schoolhouse where souls can learn to love in a Divine way and spread the Light that will save the
planet from perpetual darkness. Our Earth is a like a spaceship, progressing through the various realms of the
universe. The entire human family is travelling on this spaceship. Sagittarius teaches us that no matter what
our race, culture, religion, or status in life, by virtue of being incarnated in this time and place, we are all
enduring the human condition. Through our pain we learn of our ultimately Divine essence; we develop
greater compassion for others who are suffering. In this way, our lower selves become purged as we reach up
toward greater realms and channel the Energy that will heal, and make healers of, others. The placement of the
Earth in a Sagittarius-ascending chart shows where this spiritual journey takes place, that is, where the
Sagittarius-rising person must walk the plains of the Earth, intermingle with other souls, and thus adapt to the
conditions found there. Princess Diana had her Earth in the sign of Capricorn in the first house of true
beingness. Capricorn is the sign of the public and of high positions of power. Thus Diana found herself in the
limelight dealing with authoritarian figures. She was forced to adapt to a life of high expectations, where the
eyes of the public were always upon her. Her spiritual task was to personify the power that was in her midst,
imbue this power with Love, then to use this power to be an example of a humanitarian warrior and teacher.
Her Earth was in the second house of stewardship, that is, the wise use of earthly resources to help realize the
Divine Plan on the physical plane. She served and comforted them through the institution of the church, also
ruled by Pisces. Another great inspirer who had Sagittarius rising was Eleanor Roosevelt. Roosevelt was the
first wife of a U. During World War II she visited war-stricken victims in Europe to support them and bring
the attention of the world to the affliction and pain that fighting can wreak upon Humanity. Having been
relatively plain-looking and unglamorous since childhood, she was forced to act solely on her own behalf and
to work within an Aries context of being a pioneer, standing up for principles and setting precedents. She
blazed the trail for women to take leadership roles in the worldwide improvement of human conditions by
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being the only woman in the first American delegation to the United Nations and, later, the Chair of the
Commission on the Status of Women under U. She was Chair of the U. Human Rights Commission and
helped to draft a universal declaration of human rights. Perhaps her greatest offering was to spotlight the
overwhelming need to first provide the people of the world with food, shelter, and clothing without imposing
any political agendas on them. These three noble individuals fulfilled their Sagittarian ascendants by seeking
to ease the miseries of all humans, not because they were of particular religious sects, races, or nationalities,
but simply because they were human. Mother Teresa ministered as a devout Catholic in a country that was not
her native one, to those who were not Christian. Princess Diana travelled from her homeland to express the
need for all of us to care for those of other cultures and nationalities who are in pain and suffering. Eleanor
Roosevelt rose above politics and fought for international recognition of basic rights of all humans, regardless
of the nationalistic orientations of their governments. She believed in cultivating a mind that is "open like a
window to currents of air and to light from all sides," a lucid description of Sagittarius-rising consciousness.
All of these women, in true Sagittarian fashion, gave the world hope, courage, and inspiration. They embroiled
themselves in some of the most distasteful aspects of human life so that they could infuse these with Light and
Love and inspire others to do the same. They brought our attention to physical and emotional realities that
must be eradicated in order for the whole of Humanity to evolve and showed us that the healing of the planet
must begin with those who most cry out for help. These three Sagittarian ascendants have now continued their
journeys to engage in even greater Work. Having transcended our world, however, these true bearers of Light,
through our memory of their examples, continue to bestow their blessings of inspiration and wisdom upon us.
Based on human individuality and freedom of choice, astrology incorporates and bridges many systems of
thought. Astrology is neither a scapegoat for individual human responsibility nor does it pre-suppose that our
lives are in the hands of fate. Astrology is a Divine gift to human souls to help them on their paths back to the
Light from which they have come.
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The subject of esoteric astrology (sometimes called the astrology of the soul) will be the focus of this half-day workshop.
When presenting this subject, William's goal is not to teach people how to be astrologers.

The astrology is based on an illusion. When we say that we are of such or such signs, we make it because we
think that it corresponds to the position of the sun in the constellation in question at the time of our birth. In
reality, it is false, because the sun is not absolutely there where it is sensible to be. Does it mean that the
astrology is an enormous trickery? And indeed not, because even if it is not the reality, there is a gigantic
thoughtform created by the humanity which supports the existence of the astrology and allows it to continue
and to work in the shape which we know. This thought form is so powerful it has existed for millennia it
works equally well for the northern hemisphere than the southern hemisphere, so that here too, astrology
should be different. Indeed, the signs are related to seasons, or the southern hemisphere, seasons are reversed.
To be more precise, if we take the signs Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces are signs of winter in the southern
hemisphere, they become signs of summer. Astrology, like science-ray refers to the fact that everything is
fundamentally energy. Energy come from stellar constellations and energies are then transmuted into force by
the person who receives them. These capacities for receiving and transmutation depend on the sensitivity
developed by the receiver. I would like to recall a fundamental fact in the evolutionary processes that
astrology will be able, at some point to prove this scientifically by any controversy. It is the fact that energy
and forces poured over our lives and our planet incessantly and cyclically powerfully, however, these energies
are now regarded as existing only when they evoke a response set. Treaty on the 7 Rays Vol. To date, the true
esoteric astrology is not yet, so this party will provide bases and areas of study. Indeed, much research and
discoveries are still to be done and as will not be revealed certain information, esoteric astrology will remain
incomplete. We can point out some of these gaps: The actual age of the Earth. To have a proper understanding
and carry out accurate inferences related to the constellations, planets and the Earth, there should be a fixed
time at which the astrologers could count. This fixed time, we do not know now, this is information that is
held by the hierarchy and will be issued in due course. The only data we have is dated the date, birthplace of
the human kingdom on the planet. This rise, called the Great Approach, is the result of individualization and it
occurred when the Sun was in Leo, there are about 21,, years. The ability to set the earth on the chart. The
existence of Vulcan and its position in the theme. Vulcan is a planet in etheric matter, this means it is not
visible, either to the naked eye or a telescope. It has not yet taken shape. By cons, as it exists on the energy
front, it is highly likely to be found one day by astronomers and cosmologists who study dark matter and dark
energy. Astrology and human being: Before developing the specifics of the approach of the human being as
esoteric astrology, we can examine the differences between this form of astrology and esoteric astrology, also
called classical or orthodox. Astrology as we know it usually works and is valid for all individuals who are in
involutive phase and construction phase of their personality, that is to say, in the lower curve of involutionevolution. It is insufficient or incorrect when a person begins to move forward on some disease or in other
words, when the person becomes more sensitive and receptive to vibrations and influences of the soul. This is
the stage where the personality is integrated and where the human being begins to ask questions that go
beyond the strict confines of his own existence like: What can I do to useful to the world? When this stage is
reached, the person becomes susceptible to more subtle energies, in connection with the soul. When the person
does not live yet as a personality built, the chart shows "his destiny". The planetary influences condition and
completely dominate one who has no conscious experience of the soul. As soon as a human being becomes
aware that it is an embodied soul, the planetary influences in themselves fall sharply. The horoscope
personality is no longer just the individual being able to control these energies. For this reason it is essential
before any interpretation of theme, to determine more or less precisely the stage of evolution reached by the
subject. This is the basic premise. This also implies that to be esoteric astrologer, it must itself have begun to
function as a soul. The study of astrology comes to consider the study of a wide range of energies and forces
that interact between them and impacting every human being. Some of these forces will have more influence
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on personality and more on the soul. The esoteric astrologer must be able to differentiate the capacity of the
human being is subjected to these forces, or to use for its development. Esoteric Astrology is the function of
indicating the extent of potential consciousness of a human being and thus its usefulness for all. In the future,
astrology reveal the secret of effective coordination between the soul and form. In the future, we will see that
astrology and Rays Science are inseparable. Indeed, the 7 rays are influenced by the 12 constellations, and
therefore under their control Zodiac. Each planet relays a particular radius, and to obtain a full psychological
analysis of a human being, the theme must be related with its card-ray. As noted previously, developments
could be summarized in the ability that every human being to manifest increase its sensitivity and responsivity
to energies more and more subtle. The individual basis, consisting of coarse material vibrating at a low level
may not be receptive to energy relatively coarse, but life to life, as and measuring experience and expansions
of consciousness achieved initiations for past gross, human beings with different body becomes more and
more refined. Its degree of vibration increases, and it might resonate with the higher vibrations. As the
diamond coming out of its matrix and then polished and shaped, it becomes a jewel he has always been able to
let shine and radiate the purest light. In the future, esoteric astrology propose the following approach to the
human being: For each individual, three horoscopes will be posed: The third will deal with the mental body:
By overlaying and establishing lines of energy exchanges, the astrologers will get the geometry of the
individual, showing trends energy in the incarnation lived. For the most advanced, two horoscopes will be
prepared, that of the soul and the personality. This indicates the soul of the new orientation of the person, his
inner life still in embryo. He will be personality related to the theme of the soul to identify areas of compliance
and bottlenecks, barriers and tensions. This will bring up the expected pattern of life and the next stage of
development. These stars are related to three aspects: Spirit, soul and body. Each season has its own pace, as
can be seen when one observes the evolution of nature in one year. Winter is a time of preparation, cleaning
and alignment for the energies of spring. We find no sign of fire in winter. It is a time of inspiration. During
this season take place three major spiritual festivals Easter, Wesak and the Feast of the Will of Good or
Pentecost takes place at each full moon of spring. There is no sign of water in the Spring. It is a time of high
apnea. Summer is a time of transformation. The energy captured during the spring act in us and transform us.
It is also time for distribution and materialize. There is no sign of air in Summer. It is a moment of lapse.
Autumn is a time integration of energy, balance and tension to a new higher target. We find no evidence of
Earth during this season. It is a time of low apnea. The signs of early season we are working on the mental
plane, the signs of mid-season on an emotional and signs of end of season on the physical plane. Aries is the
1st sign of spring, we are working on the mental plane and as a sign of fire, the mental aspect is doubly
intensified in this sign. In spring, we are in a moment of impregnation. So, Aries refers us to plan, big ideas,
what is Essential. This is the month of the pulse spark of life. As as the year goes on, even if consciously we
do not always perceive, we cross the 12 zodiac signs and bear their energy. Lived consciously, it can promote
an understanding of changes or disruptions feelings, mood, energy. This also explains the changes in behavior
and mood, the emergence of new ideas and interests. Use it wisely, it puts us in harmony with the rhythms of
the universe, helps us to accelerate our evolutionary process and accompanies us in our service action. For
example, it is not uncommon during the month of Scorpio, we feel tested, beset by old demons of emotional
difficulties. Far from being a period of torment, this can give us the opportunity of a significant increase on the
release of our emotional nature. It is also a month that promotes access to revelations and enlightenment. By
stage of development of each and the energies that determine the sensitivity and responsiveness to these
energies will be different. Each year is published on the site www. Each sign is involved in one or more
triangles of constellations and planets are governed by three see table in the documents section. The planets
each have a particular impact on humans. The planet known as "hierarchical" is connected with the Spirit. The
planet known as "Esoteric" is related to the Soul. The planet known as "exoteric" is related to the personality.
Aries is part of the triangle of constellations of R1 and R7. Uranus R7 is the planet hierarchical Mercury R4is
the planet esoteric March R6 is the world exoteric Humans polarized on the level of the Spirit universal
consciousness , working with the energy of the planets line of each sign.
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4: The Soulâ€™s Desire For Wholeness eBook - Soulsign
In this course, you will learn about the 12 signs through their elemental groupings, receive a solid orientation to the natal
chart, and the basic soul-focused perspective of Evolutionary Astrology. You will learn the astronomy associated with
the astrological birth chart.

What is Astrology Astrology is the interpretation of the positions of planets in the sky. From our point of
view, standing on the Earth, all the planets move round us within the same plane. Astrologers divide this plane
into 12 equal parts, which they call the 12 Signs of the Zodiac, starting at 0 degrees Aries the same as sailors
do. An astrologer draws a chart of the planetary positions in the Zodiac for the moment of your birth. This
chart is called your Birth Chart, and is a like a snapshot of your personality, it mirrors your qualities and how
you tend to perceive life. An astrologer interprets this chart in terms of your personality and life experience by
looking at the relationships and interaction between planets, and where they are located within the Zodiac. It is
crucial to remember that astrology neither makes us what we are, nor creates life. The Birth Chart describes
us, as a map describes a landscape or a mirror reflects a face. The elements of Astrology An astrological birth
chart consists of: The Planets represent life energy flowing through us with different functions, in Zodiac
Signs , showing the style or manner in which each energy is expressed, in Houses , showing which areas of
our life encourage us to use that energy, and which activities get the energy going. The Aspects between
planets show how we get on inside ourselves, which is reflected out into our world. The Nodes of the Moon
show our spiritual direction, or soul purpose, through our life. How do I work? When I read your Birth Chart, I
am using the science of astrology to help me find and describe the basic bones of your character and how your
energy works in the different areas of your life. I have practising for over forty years, and these days, when
tuning in to a client, I find that teaching and assistance intuitively come through that specifically address their
particular needs at the time. My Readings benefit people who are interested in making some sense of their
lives, people who are wanting to find the direction for their next steps, who wish to have more insight into
how their behavior is creating the individual world in which they live, and how to improve it. We talk about
what you want to know, what is currently important to you, and I explain where the information comes from
as we go along. I am not able to predict specific events and do not try to do so. Instead, when looking at the
future, I focus on how each person can make fullest use of the times that lie ahead. What do you receive from
a Chart Reading? Readings last up to an hour, and are recorded for you, so that you can to listen again at your
leisure. I am often told that answers come to light later that were forgotten, or not heard during the Reading
itself. You also receive your Birth Chart, which is drawn in colours for easy understanding. I am happy to
work from Charts which have been drawn by others, and I can also focus on specific questions, and update
previously interpreted Charts if required. Some people may have brief points which they wish to be clarified
and a reduced fee can be arranged for this. Suggestions as to what we can talk about click here. What talks do
I give? I enjoy giving talks introducing Astrology and explaining how it works, and I can give demonstrations
using birth dates from members of the audience if desired.
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5: Astrology, GPS of the Soul | Sonoma County Healing Academy
Esoteric Astrology ~ The Revealer of the Soul's Intention ~ When walking upon the spiritual path, understanding the
motives and intentions of the Soul is paramount.

Saturn is moving retrograde in Sagittarius, Jupiter is also moving retrograde, although He comes out of
retrograde on 8th April, and we have had the last of the Uranus-Pluto Square alignments. We are now
approaching another lunar eclipse in the sign of Libra, so the energy is very high and although it can be tense,
it is a great time for breakthroughs and to initiate and achieve things. Libra is a very interesting sign. Firstly,
we must take into account that Libra is an air sign and also a Cardinal sign. Cardinal signs such as Aries,
Cancer, Libra and Capricorn are all in sync with the beginning of the seasons, for those of us who live in the
northern hemisphere. As we know, there are 12 signs in the Zodiac. Each one of the signs, starting from Aries
and ending in Pisces, has an opposite sign. This is the place where you will start to get a sense of what Libra is
about and how it will manifest for you. If you began counting from the first Zodiac sign starting with Aries,
Libra is the first Zodiac sign that will have an opposite sign, which will be Aries and which is also the Sun
sign we are currently in. Also, Libra is the sign that is in the middle of the 12 Zodiac signs, so right there we
get a sense that Libra is connected with a sense of relationship and relating, as Libra is the first sign in the
Zodiac that makes an opposite sign. As Libra is in the middle of the 12 signs, this also symbolises on some
level, balance, which is what the symbol of Libra actually is. It is the image of the balance scales, which is
connected with fairness, law and justice and diplomacy. So the sign of Libra is where you learn to relate and
integrate yourself and really get a sense of what relationships are about. It is where you will make an
accommodation to another individual in a one-to-one relationship. Do bear in mind that these relationships do
not necessarily have to be intimate ones. Although the area of intimate relationships do become more
magnified around this time, if you are currently single, this can be a great time to socialise and seek where
areas of your relationships can develop. Libra is ruled by the planet Venus, and Venus is currently in the sign
of Taurus, so She is sure to bring harmony and cooperation to relationships on all levels. This is the time to
bring things to a head, down to earth and under your focus. Lunar eclipses very often tend to bring things to a
head, to manifestation, or to fruition. It will add to and colour the event even more. This is a time when
relationships come into full manifestation, whether it is an ending or a beginning. Very often, business
agreements could be finalised or resolved in some way shape or form. It can also be the beginning and the end
of a conflict between two competitors, enemies or rivals. It all depends from which angle it is approached.
There is going to be very powerful and initiating energy around relationships, You will be more inclined to be
more good-natured, gracious, charming and easier to get along with. Libra is also an air sign, which is very
much mental orientated and connected to the mind. Libra has a tendency to have very strong ideals, especially
in the area of relationships, and because of this, do not be surprised if your thoughts are turned to interests
such as the arts, music, dancing, painting or even ballet, where you may seek that ideal. Libra energy loves the
idea of love or being in love. You could go on a search for the romantic ideal. This is a very strong time when
you may heighten your perception of beauty, and that will be reflected in your appearance. You could change
your hairstyle or type of makeup, or you could dress in a new way; lovelier and more glamorous in this
particular Full Moon eclipse period. Anything that will allow you to look more attractive to a potential partner
is possible around this time. You can become another person orientated and want to interact on a one-to-one
basis much more than usual. It is probable that you will make connections with other people which will
provide a distinct and beneficial union and this will make your affairs flow along in a more harmonious and
balanced way. The Libra archetype is highly civilised in spirit and is expressed through working with others in
order to create an atmosphere of cooperation, where people with opposing viewpoints can achieve a balanced
and mutual satisfying accord. This is one of the reasons why Libra is often associated with the gifted diplomat
and peacemaker in both personal and professional life. Even though the willingness of this sign is to
harmonise rather than antagonise, it has earned Libra the reputation of being indecisive. This is because the
Libra archetype has a tendency to see an objective truth on both sides and it is constantly trying to weigh up its
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options to gain balance. So as we are in the new season of Spring, be mindful of relationships that you are
creating and those that already exist. Be sure to focus your attention on harmony, balance, fairness and
diplomacy on all levels. If you are single at this particular period, be sure to socialise and seek to harmonise
through your charm. To find out more, tune in to the Cosmic Blueprints radio show at http: We look forward
to seeing you. If you have any comments or questions or would like to have a personal reading done, please
leave a comment, or email us at info astrologyofthesoul.
6: Astrology of the Soul â€“ Cosmic News â€“ Bringing you news from the Cosmos
Maurice will describe the principles of Evolutionary Astrology and how to identify the Soul's levels of Consciousness. We
will discuss how different or similar EA is to other Astrology systems and why it matters.

7: Zodiac Signs | Soul Astrology
Esoteric Astrology: The Revealer of the Soul's Intention Understanding the Soul's Path When walking the spiritual path,
understanding the intention of the Soul is paramount.

8: Best Astrology Books - Astrology for the Soul | Jan Spiller
Astrology for the Soul is distributed in English throughout the World, and is additionally published in the native
languages of the following countries:? Turkey, Germany, China, Bulgaria, Albania, The Netherlands, Serbia, Japan, Iran,
Lithuania and most recently in Hungary.

9: Astrology for the Soul November 7, | Astrology & Horoscopes
jyotish is divine spirituality of intutions and www.enganchecubano.com and join the soul world of PLANET TO SOUL..
For consultation booking mail at Jsunilee@www.enganchecubano.com
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